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Our purpose is to help customers choose solutions
which will insure that the process fits the application and do this reliably and cost-effectively. All
information in this Field Report will assist the
engineer to reduce cost and minimize future
maintenance costs.

With Snap-Tite, no special tools or training are required.
Shown above: two Snap-Tite liner sections being fitted to be
“snapped together.”

Abstract
Rock Island County had used sliplining in the past,
but in this application the road way also served as a
levee. This Field Report presents an existing application where a deteriorated metal pipe was rehabilitated using Snap-Tite pipe for sliplining.
Introduction
Rock Island County had a corrugated metal pipe
culvert that was deteriorating and presented a costly
dilemma. Conventional methods were expensive
and time consuming. There was a need to evaluate a
less costly alternative repair method.
The Problem
The rusted corrugated metal culvert was sunk eight
feet down and was a 24-inch ID culvert under a
newly resurfaced road which also is a levee. Dig

and replace would represent a
major cost involving digging,
removing, and replacing the old
pipe; as well as major traffic tie-ups.
The Solution Applied
Redgie Huftel, the Snap-Tite representative in
Ottawa, IL, worked with Gary E. Lange, County
Engineer, Rock Island County. A Snap-Tite 22-inch
OD HDPE slipliner pipe was the only product that
came close to the original culvert’s size. It was
specified for rehabilitating the 24-inch ID culvert. No major blockage of the thoroughfare was
required to complete the job. Because of SnapTite’s “snap” joint, this eliminates the expensive
butt fusion process and increases the speed and
ease of installation. The Snap-Tite joint features a
water tight gasket to withstand the grouting application. Snap-Tite is not affected by “hot soils,”
as the HDPE pipe works well in any pH range, with
no corrosion.
The Snap-Tite Solution
• Meets AASHTO Standard M326 for rehabilitating
culverts.
• Flexibility to insert into misaligned concrete or
rusted partially collapsed corrugated metal pipe.
• Tough, but thin, sidewall to give the highest
flows possible after lining. The Snap-Tite joint
makes a solid mechanical connection that can
be pushed or pulled.
Generally, as with any engineered system, time and
usage are needed to generate acceptance. We are
pleased to say that Snap-Tite has experienced a
growth of envious proportions. We attribute this to
consistently successful results and the overall flexibility of the Snap-Tite system.
For more information on Snap-Tite® please visit
www.culvert-rehab.com.

